The fingerprint method has been widely adopted for Wi-Fi indoor positioning. In the fingerprint matching process, user poses and user body shadowing have serious impact on the received signal strength (RSS) data and degrade matching accuracy; however, this impact has not attracted large attention. In this study, we systematically investigate the impact of user poses and user body shadowing on the collected RSS data and propose a new method called the pose recognition-assisted support vector machine algorithm (PRASVM). It fully exploits the characteristics of different user poses and improves the support vector machine (SVM) positioning performance by introducing a pose recognition procedure. This proposed method firstly establishes a fingerprint database with RSS and sensor data corresponding to different poses in the offline phase, and fingerprints of different poses in the database are extracted to train reference point (RP) classifiers of different poses and a pose classifier using an SVM algorithm. Secondly, in the online phase, the poses of RSS data measured online are recognised by a pose classifier, and RSS data measured online are grouped with different poses. Then online RSS data from each group at an unknown user location are reclassified as corresponding RPs by the RP classifiers of the corresponding poses. Finally, user location is determined by grouped RSS data corresponding to coordinates of the RPs. By considering the user pose and user body shadowing, the observed RSS data matches the fingerprint database better, and the classification accuracy of grouped online RSS data is remarkably improved. To verify performances of the proposed method, experiments are carried out: one in an office setting, and the other in a lecture hall. The experimental results show that the positioning accuracies of the proposed PRASVM algorithm outperform the conventional weighted k-nearest neighbour (WKNN) algorithm by 52.29% and 40.89%, outperform the SVM algorithm by 73.74% and 60.45%, and outperform the pose recognition-assisted WKNN algorithm by 34.76% and 21.86%, respectively. As a result, the PRASVM algorithm noticeably improves positioning accuracy.
Introduction
Location-based services (LBS) have rapidly increased with the growth of mobile intelligent terminals. At present, the global navigation satellite system (GNSS) can provide satisfactory positioning accuracy in outdoor environments. However, GNSS cannot meet the requirements of indoor positioning due to signal fading and the multipath effect in indoor environments [1] [2] [3] . Various indoor positioning technologies, such as ultrasound, Wi-Fi, RFID, Bluetooth, ZigBee, geomagnetic In this section, the pose states are described, and 12 poses are defined. Then, the influence of different cardinal orientations and poses on RSS are analysed. Finally, the positioning error resulting from different orientations and poses are compared.
Definition of User Poses
Pose recognition has been investigated by scholars for a long time. Pose recognition has mainly been used for health monitoring of the elderly and children in previous studies [19, 20] . At present, pose recognition is used in video classification, human-computer interaction, and security monitoring [21, 22] .
The impact of different orientations and poses of mobile users on Wi-Fi positioning is investigated in complex indoor environments. In this study, three typical user poses are used: calling, handheld, and pocket [23] [24] [25] . Sketches of several typical poses of mobile users are shown in Figure  1 . The three basic poses are extended to 12 orientation-related poses. These are useful to investigate the effect of different poses and body shadowing on positioning. The 12 poses are defined as follows.
Calling towards the north: In this state, a standing mobile user is calling without any movement; his (her) hand is to his (her) ear, and his (her) body faces north. There are three similar poses, namely, calling towards the south, calling towards the east, and calling towards the west.
Handheld towards the north: A standing mobile user keeps his (her) eyes on the screen of a smartphone without any movement, and his (her) body faces north. The smartphone is in his (her) hand, held at chest level. There are three similar poses, namely, handheld towards the south, handheld towards the east, and handheld towards the west.
Pocket towards the north: A standing mobile user places the smartphone in his (her) trouser pocket without any movement, and his (her) body faces north. Three similar poses exist, namely, pocket towards the south, pocket towards the east, and pocket towards the west.
Influence of Different Poses on RSS Data
In real life, people hold mobile phones in various ways, creating different body poses. To verify the influence of different poses on RSS, three typical user poses are selected in this study: calling, handheld, and pocket. We conduct this experiment in a conference room. The RSS data are collected by the smartphones for 5 min, and 300 RSS data are obtained in each pose. As shown in Figure 2 , the received RSS data have significant differences in across poses. The heights of the smartphones from the ground are different in each pose, and the RSS data received by the smartphones are subject to different environmental factors at different heights. As a result, the received RSS values also are different. In the pocket pose, the mean received RSS is the lowest across the poses. The calling pose has the highest RSS. The three basic poses are extended to 12 orientation-related poses. These are useful to investigate the effect of different poses and body shadowing on positioning. The 12 poses are defined as follows.
In real life, people hold mobile phones in various ways, creating different body poses. To verify the influence of different poses on RSS, three typical user poses are selected in this study: calling, handheld, and pocket. We conduct this experiment in a conference room. The RSS data are collected by the smartphones for 5 min, and 300 RSS data are obtained in each pose. As shown in Figure 2 , the received RSS data have significant differences in across poses. The heights of the smartphones from the ground are different in each pose, and the RSS data received by the smartphones are subject to different environmental factors at different heights. As a result, the received RSS values also are different. In the pocket pose, the mean received RSS is the lowest across the poses. The calling pose has the highest RSS. 
Influence of Body Shadowing on RSS Data
To verify the influence of body shadowing on RSS data we conduct this experiment in a conference room. There is an AP in the room. The RSS data are received in four different orientations: facing the AP, with one's back to the AP, and lateral to the AP. During this period of data acquisition, the users are static in each orientation. RSS data are first collected when the user is facing the AP; data collection proceeds with 90 degrees clockwise turns to acquire data under all orientation conditions. The RSS data is collected in each orientation for 5 min (300 RSS data). The results show that the RSS data characteristics are different with the different orientations of the body. As shown in Figure 3 , the received RSS data have the most serious attenuation when the user's back is to the AP, whereas minimum attenuation is seen when facing the AP. 
Comparison of Positioning Error with Different Cardinal Orientations and Poses
To analyse positioning performances with different orientations and poses, we design a test scheme in a complex office environment. Some TPs and RPs are laid out in the test. To only consider positioning performances in different poses, we collect RSS data with a pose (e.g., the calling pose) and four orientations over a period of time at each RP, and collect RSS data with three poses and four orientations over a period of time at each TP. In order to eliminate the effect of orientation on positioning, data collection in each orientation takes the same time at each RP and TP. To analyse positioning performances in different poses, data of the same pose and different poses are used for fingerprint matching in the offline and online phases. Similarly, to consider only positioning performances in different orientations, we collect RSS data with an orientation (e.g., east) and three poses over a period of time at each RP, and collect RSS data with three poses and four orientations over a period of time at each TP. In order to eliminate the effect of the pose on positioning, data collection in each pose takes the same time at each RP and TP. To analyse positioning performances in different orientations, data of the same orientation and different orientations are used for fingerprint matching in the offline and online phases. The different orientations include east, south, north, west, and mixed orientations. The different poses include calling, handheld, pocket, and mixed poses. The WKNN algorithm is adopted to estimate the location.
The test results show that the mean error of the same calling pose is remarkably less than that of other poses in the offline and online phases. Furthermore, the test results also show that the mean error of the same eastward orientation is remarkably less than that of other orientations in the offline and online phases. As shown via error comparisons in Figure 4 , positioning results of WKNN algorithm are optimal when the pose can be completely matched in the offline and online phases. The positioning accuracy is better than 1 m with the same pose. 
To analyse positioning performances with different orientations and poses, we design a test scheme in a complex office environment. Some TPs and RPs are laid out in the test. To only consider positioning performances in different poses, we collect RSS data with a pose (e.g. the calling pose) and four orientations over a period of time at each RP, and collect RSS data with three poses and four orientations over a period of time at each TP. In order to eliminate the effect of orientation on positioning, data collection in each orientation takes the same time at each RP and TP. To analyse positioning performances in different poses, data of the same pose and different poses are used for fingerprint matching in the offline and online phases. Similarly, to consider only positioning performances in different orientations, we collect RSS data with an orientation (e.g. east) and three poses over a period of time at each RP, and collect RSS data with three poses and four orientations over a period of time at each TP. In order to eliminate the effect of the pose on positioning, data collection in each pose takes the same time at each RP and TP. To analyse positioning performances in different orientations, data of the same orientation and different orientations are used for fingerprint matching in the offline and online phases. The different orientations include east, south, north, west, and mixed orientations. The different poses include calling, handheld, pocket, and mixed poses. The WKNN algorithm is adopted to estimate the location.
The test results show that the mean error of the same calling pose is remarkably less than that of other poses in the offline and online phases. Furthermore, the test results also show that the mean error of the same eastward orientation is remarkably less than that of other orientations in the offline and online phases. As shown via error comparisons in Figure 4 , positioning results of WKNN algorithm are optimal when the pose can be completely matched in the offline and online phases. The positioning accuracy is better than 1 m with the same pose. Through the analysis of different orientations and poses, we find that different poses have a serious influence on received RSS data, and we consider the positioning error in different orientations and poses. We also discover that different poses have a serious influence on positioning results. As a result, user poses and user body shadowing have negative impacts on RSS, and degrades matching performance. The current fingerprint approach considers only the spatial distribution of RSS data, Through the analysis of different orientations and poses, we find that different poses have a serious influence on received RSS data, and we consider the positioning error in different orientations and poses. We also discover that different poses have a serious influence on positioning results. As a result, user poses and user body shadowing have negative impacts on RSS, and degrades matching performance. The current fingerprint approach considers only the spatial distribution of RSS data, and this is the key factor hindering positioning accuracy improvement; thus, this should be seriously considered in the fingerprint matching procedure.
PRASVM Algorithm for Fingerprint Positioning
In order to incorporate the impact of user poses and user body shadowing in RSS collection, we proposed a PRASVM algorithm. This algorithm firstly recognises the user's pose, and then matches the RP classifier corresponding to the right user pose. In this way, the negative effect of user pose can be eliminated, which improves the performance of the SVM on positioning, and thus allows us to obtain better positioning results. In this section, the SVM and positioning algorithm are described in detail. Finally, the implementation of the PRASVM algorithm is depicted.
Principle of PRASVM Algorithm
Fingerprint positioning is a widely used method for Wi-Fi indoor positioning [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] because it does not require LOS conditions. In this paper, the PRASVM algorithm is proposed on the basis of fingerprint positioning. The fingerprint method with poses consists of two phases, namely, offline and online phases. In the offline phase, the location area is divided into grids. The RPs are deployed in the grids. The location accuracy depends on the density of RPs. The RSS values at each RP are collected at pre-set time intervals when the smartphone user takes different poses. The collected RSS data are used as RP training samples. The built-in sensors in the smartphone are used for collecting sensor data during fingerprint data collection. The sensor data are used as pose training samples for pose recognition. A pose classifier is trained by using the pose training samples with different poses, and RP classifiers in different poses are trained by using the RP training samples in the offline phase. The MAC address, RSS data, sensor data, pose label, service set identifiers of Aps, and the location information of RPs are recorded in the fingerprint database. The fingerprint database is expressed as follows:
where RP L is the vector of the fingerprint database at the RP. n is the number of APs, and (x L , y L ) are the coordinates of the Lth RP. In the online phase, in order to determine user location, firstly the poses of RSS data measured online at unknown user location are recognised by the trained pose classifier, and RSS data measured online are grouped with different poses. Then online RSS data from each group at an unknown user location are reclassified as corresponding RPs by the RP classifiers of the corresponding poses. Finally, user location is estimated using grouped RSS data corresponding the coordinates of the RPs. Figure 5 illustrates the principle of the PRASVM algorithm. 
Pose Recognition with the SVM Algorithm
There are various machine learning algorithms, such as the Naïve Bayes [31] , k-nearest neighbour [32] , decision tree [33] , neural network [34] , and SVM [35] [36] [37] [38] . The SVM algorithm was originally developed for binary classification problems, but is now widely used to solve multiclassification problems. It is also used for pose recognition and fingerprint positioning. This algorithm is suitable for linear and nonlinear classifications. To solve pose recognition problems, a kernel function is used to map the pose training samples onto a high-dimensional space, and the best pose classification hyperplane is obtained in the high-dimensional space. The best hyperplane ensures that the margin between different poses is at a maximum. The kernel function can be a linear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, radial basis function (RBF), or sigmoid kernel function. The linear kernel function is used for pose recognition, and the RBF is used for the classification of RPs. When RSS data are used for RP classification, classification results of the linear kernel function is not ideal, and classification results of the RBF are better. Moreover, the RP training data are imperfect for linear separation. Classification data contain training and testing samples. Each pose training sample contains a class label and some classification features. A series of pose training data are used as the training samples set ( ) ( ) ( )
is a vector that refers to the used classification features. A 9D feature vector is used for pose recognition in this paper, which includes three-axis accelerometer, three-axis gyroscope and threeaxis magnetometer data. L is the dimensionality of features.
( )
n denotes the label of training samples. SVM penalises the samples of violation constraints to obtain an optimised result. The specific principle is expressed as follows:
subject to:
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There are various machine learning algorithms, such as the Naïve Bayes [31] , k-nearest neighbour [32] , decision tree [33] , neural network [34] , and SVM [35] [36] [37] [38] . The SVM algorithm was originally developed for binary classification problems, but is now widely used to solve multi-classification problems. It is also used for pose recognition and fingerprint positioning. This algorithm is suitable for linear and nonlinear classifications. To solve pose recognition problems, a kernel function is used to map the pose training samples onto a high-dimensional space, and the best pose classification hyperplane is obtained in the high-dimensional space. The best hyperplane ensures that the margin between different poses is at a maximum. The kernel function can be a linear kernel function, polynomial kernel function, radial basis function (RBF), or sigmoid kernel function. The linear kernel function is used for pose recognition, and the RBF is used for the classification of RPs. When RSS data are used for RP classification, classification results of the linear kernel function is not ideal, and classification results of the RBF are better. Moreover, the RP training data are imperfect for linear separation. Classification data contain training and testing samples. Each pose training sample contains a class label and some classification features. A series of pose training data are used as the training samples set (x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (x n , y n ). x 1 is equal to (x 11 , x 12 , . . . , x 1L ), which is a vector that refers to the used classification features. A 9D feature vector is used for pose recognition in this paper, which includes three-axis accelerometer, three-axis gyroscope and three-axis magnetometer data. L is the dimensionality of features. y i (i = 1, 2, . . . n) denotes the label of training samples. SVM penalises the samples of violation constraints to obtain an optimised result. The specific principle is expressed as follows:
subject to :
where J is the cost function. ω is the weight vector of the separating hyperplane. b is a constant. Constant C is a cost factor that is used to balance the relation between a maximum separation region and misclassified samples. The larger the C value, the fewer misclassified samples. ξ are slack variables that allow some samples for error classification.
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A classifier is trained by using the following classification function:
where α i is Lagrange multiplier. K(x, x i ) is the kernel function. This study selects a linear kernel function (4) for pose recognition [39] .
As a result, the trained pose classifier is used to recognise the poses of online RSS data at each TP.
Positioning Algorithm with Pose Information
Conventional deterministic and probabilistic methods are adopted to predict the location of mobile users. Deterministic methods include the nearest neighbour (NN), k-nearest neighbour (KNN), and WKNN [40] [41] [42] . The several nearest RPs to the TP are found by comparing the Euclidean distance between the TP and each RP. We add pose information to improve the conventional positioning method. In the pose recognition-assisted positioning algorithm, Euclidean distance D i between the ith RP and TP is defined as
where rs The pose recognition-assisted deterministic positioning algorithms aim to obtain the several closest RPs to the TP in each pose. However, some small distinctions are observed between these methods. The pose recognition-assisted NN algorithm finds the nearest RP through the Euclidean distance between the TP and each RP in each pose. The coordinates of the nearest RP are regarded as the coordinates of the TP in Equation (6) , where K = 1. Meanwhile, the pose recognition-assisted KNN algorithm finds the several nearest RPs through the Euclidean distance between the TP and each RP in each pose. The average coordinates of the nearest RPs are regarded as the coordinates of the TP in (6), where K > 1. Finally, the pose recognition-assisted WKNN algorithm finds the several nearest RPs through the Euclidean distance between the TP and each RP in each pose, calculates the weight of each RP coordinate in Equation (7), and obtains the weighted coordinates of the TP in (8) , where K > 1.
where (x i,r , y i,r ) represents the location coordinates of the ith RP in the condition of the rth pose (i = 1, 2, . . . , K). K is the number of nearest RPs.
where d i,r is the Euclidean distance between the ith RP (i = 1, 2, . . . , K) and the TP in the condition of the rth pose.
where w i,r denotes weight of the ith RP (i = 1, 2, . . . , K) coordinates in the condition of the rth pose. The probabilistic fingerprint positioning method mainly uses Bayesian theorem to calculate the posterior probability. The pose information can also be added to probabilistic positioning methods. The probability of each RP location given the RSS value at the TP is used to weigh the corresponding coordinates of the RP. (x, y) is the estimated location of the TP in each pose:
where p(rl i,r |ts r ) is the probability of the ith (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) RP location given the RSS value at the TP in the condition of the rth pose. (x i,r , y i,r ) represents the location coordinates of the ith RP. Probability p(rl i,r |ts r ) is converted into probability p(ts r |rl i,r ) by using Equation (10) in the condition of the rth pose.
where p(rl i,r ) = 1 n is a constant. p(ts r |rl i,r ) is the probability that ts is equal to the RSS value at the TP given the location of the ith RP in the condition of the rth pose.
All AP signals in the environment are assumed to be independent, so the overall likelihood of the ith RP location can be calculated by directly multiplying the likelihoods of all AP signals given the location of the ith RP in the condition of the rth pose:
where m is the number of APs, and ts j,r means the average RSS from the jth AP in the condition of the rth pose (j = 1, 2, . . . , m).
The likelihood of the RSS value of each RP is assumed to be a Gaussian distribution in Equation (12) . The means and standard deviations of each RP can be calculated from all RSS data at each RP.
In this paper, the PRASVM algorithm is proposed on the basis of pose recognition. The poses of mobile users are recognised by using the SVM algorithm, and grouped online RSS data are classified by RP classifiers after pose recognition. During positioning, the RP classifier is trained by using the following classification function in the condition of the rth pose:
where α i is a Lagrange multiplier. K(x, x i,r ) is the kernel function in the condition of the rth pose. This study uses RBF [39, 43] for the classification of grouped online RSS data:
where γ is the kernel parameter in the RBF. Through pose recognition and RP classification, all online RSS data at a TP are classified as corresponding RPs, and the coordinates of the TP is estimated using online RSS data corresponding to the coordinates of the RPs:
where (x i,r , y i,r ) represents the classified online RSS data corresponding to the coordinates of the ith RP in the condition of the rth pose (i = 1, 2, . . . , m). m is the number of RPs, n is the number of poses, and K is the number of collected online RSS data at a TP.
Implementation of the PRASVM Algorithm
During pose recognition, the RSS data of different poses at each RP are used as RSS fingerprint data. The built-in sensors in the smartphone are used to record the sensor data of different poses during fingerprint data collection. The sensor data are used as pose training samples for pose recognition. The RSS fingerprint data correspond to the sensor data. RSS and sensor data of different poses in the database are extracted to train a pose classifier and RP classifiers of different poses. A pose classifier is trained by using the pose training samples with different poses in the offline phase.
In this PRASVM algorithm, firstly, the poses of sensor data at a TP are recognised by the pose classifier in the online phase. The poses of online RSS data at a TP are recognised according to the correspondence between the RSS and sensor data in time, and RSS data measured online are grouped with different poses. Then, the online RSS data from each group at a TP are reclassified as corresponding RPs by the RP classifiers of the corresponding poses. Finally, the coordinates of the TP are estimated using online RSS data from each group corresponding to the coordinates of the RPs, and the positioning results of different groups are combined to obtain the final TP location. The entire process of the PRASVM algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . 
Results
In this study, two experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the PRASVM algorithm. The performance of pose recognition is evaluated in Section 3.2. Some influencing environmental factors, such as pillars and frequency bands, are considered in Section 3.3. As seen by the analysis of different positioning methods in Section 3.4, the positioning accuracy of the PRASVM algorithm is remarkably improved.
Experimental Setup
Two experiments are carried out in the indoor environment to test the proposed algorithms. The first experiment is conducted in an office building of the School of Geodesy and Geomatics, Wuhan 
Results
In this study, two experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the PRASVM algorithm. The performance of pose recognition is evaluated in Section 3.2. Some influencing environmental factors, such as pillars and frequency bands, are considered in Section 3. collected by the smartphone in different poses for each RP, and the sampling rate of the sensors is set to 10 Hz. In the online phase, the RSS data measured online and sensor data are collected at each TP for 2 min (120 RSS data) in different poses (calling, handheld, and pocket) or in the same pose. To distinguish this TP data from the data of added TPs (yellow diamond symbols in Figure 7 ) in the office, data of these TPs are called test data 1. The data collector don't have location change at each TP, and other people can move normally (working or talking) in this realistic experiment environment. The collected RSS data in a TP are not grouped, and the pose can arbitrarily change during data collection. To ensure consistency, all the data are collected using the same smartphone. For convenience, an independent coordinate system is established in the office for positioning. In order to assess the positioning performance of the proposed algorithm in a time-varying environment, we reset 20 TPs in the office and conducted experiment on 22 February 2019. The yellow diamond symbols represent the new TPs in Figure 7 The selected environment is relatively complex, and several pillars are found throughout office. Figure 8 shows part of the experimental scene and some representative poses of a user. On the software side, the RSS and sensor data are collected by a smartphone application developed by our research team. A MI4 smartphone (Android 4.4-based MIUI6 operation system) is used to collect RSS data at a rate of 1 Hz. The RSS data are collected at each RP with 12 poses, and each pose data are collected with an MI4 smartphone at each RP for 25 s (25 RSS data). Therefore, the 300 RSS data are collected at each RP in total. At the same time, the corresponding sensor data are collected by the smartphone in different poses for each RP, and the sampling rate of the sensors is set to 10 Hz. In the online phase, the RSS data measured online and sensor data are collected at each TP for 2 min (120 RSS data) in different poses (calling, handheld, and pocket) or in the same pose. To distinguish this TP data from the data of added TPs (yellow diamond symbols in Figure 7 ) in the office, data of these TPs are called test data 1. The data collector don't have location change at each TP, and other people can move normally (working or talking) in this realistic experiment environment. The collected RSS data in a TP are not grouped, and the pose can arbitrarily change during data collection. To ensure consistency, all the data are collected using the same smartphone. For convenience, an independent coordinate system is established in the office for positioning.
In order to assess the positioning performance of the proposed algorithm in a time-varying environment, we reset 20 TPs in the office and conducted experiment on 22 February 2019. The yellow diamond symbols represent the new TPs in Figure 7 . The distribution of TPs is irregular. The used smartphone, RSS data collector, time interval, and AP and RP layout are the same as in the 15 October 2018 experiment. The data collection scheme and fingerprint data are also the same as in the previous office experiment. Data The selected environment is relatively complex, and several pillars are found throughout office. Figure 8 shows part of the experimental scene and some representative poses of a user. The second experiment is conducted in a lecture hall at Wuhan University to further verify the positioning performance of the PRASVM algorithm. The lecture hall's area is 10 m × 16 m. The locations of APs and RPs are shown in Figure 9 . The triangle symbols represent the APs. Six APs are distributed in the room. The pentagram symbols represent the RPs, and the circle symbols present the TPs. All APs can transmit two kinds of frequency band signals. The distance between the RPs is 2 m. A MI4 smartphone is used to collect RSS data at a rate of 1 Hz, and the sampling rate of the sensors is set to 10 Hz. In the online phase, the RSS data are collected at each RP with 12 poses, and each pose is collected at each RP for 25 s (25 RSS data). At the same time, the corresponding sensor data are collected in different poses. In the online phase, the RSS data measured online and sensor data are collected at each TP for 2 min (120 RSS data) in different poses. The pose can arbitrarily change throughout data collection. Figure 10 shows photos of the real experimental environment. The second experiment is conducted in a lecture hall at Wuhan University to further verify the positioning performance of the PRASVM algorithm. The lecture hall's area is 10 m × 16 m. The locations of APs and RPs are shown in Figure 9 . The triangle symbols represent the APs. Six APs are distributed in the room. The pentagram symbols represent the RPs, and the circle symbols present the TPs. All APs can transmit two kinds of frequency band signals. The distance between the RPs is 2 m. A MI4 smartphone is used to collect RSS data at a rate of 1 Hz, and the sampling rate of the sensors is set to 10 Hz. In the online phase, the RSS data are collected at each RP with 12 poses, and each pose is collected at each RP for 25 s (25 RSS data). At the same time, the corresponding sensor data are collected in different poses. In the online phase, the RSS data measured online and sensor data are collected at each TP for 2 min (120 RSS data) in different poses. The pose can arbitrarily change throughout data collection. Figure 10 shows photos of the real experimental environment.
2 m. A MI4 smartphone is used to collect RSS data at a rate of 1 Hz, and the sampling rate of the sensors is set to 10 Hz. In the online phase, the RSS data are collected at each RP with 12 poses, and each pose is collected at each RP for 25 s (25 RSS data). At the same time, the corresponding sensor data are collected in different poses. In the online phase, the RSS data measured online and sensor data are collected at each TP for 2 min (120 RSS data) in different poses. The pose can arbitrarily change throughout data collection. Figure 10 shows photos of the real experimental environment. sensors is set to 10 Hz. In the online phase, the RSS data are collected at each RP with 12 poses, and each pose is collected at each RP for 25 s (25 RSS data). At the same time, the corresponding sensor data are collected in different poses. In the online phase, the RSS data measured online and sensor data are collected at each TP for 2 min (120 RSS data) in different poses. The pose can arbitrarily change throughout data collection. Figure 10 shows photos of the real experimental environment. 
Performance Evaluations of Pose Recognition
In order to evaluate the accuracy of pose recognition, we select several metrics in this paper. The SVM algorithm is adopted to recognise the poses. The accuracy of pose recognition reaches 99.98%.
Evaluation Metrics of Poses Recognition
Several metrics are used in pose recognition to evaluate the classification performance of the SVM. The parameters of these metrics are obtained through a confusion matrix.
As shown in Table 1 , TP represents that the target pose is correctly classified as the target pose. FP represents that other poses are mistakenly classified as the target pose. FN represents that the target pose is mistakenly classified as other poses. TN represents that the other poses are correctly classified as other poses. The metrics of SVM performance are precision, recall, accuracy and F 1 score, which are calculated using Equations (16)- (19) . Precision is the percentage of correctly classified target pose samples among all samples that are classified as target pose samples. Recall is the percentage of correctly classified target pose samples among all target pose samples. Accuracy is the percentage of correctly classified total pose samples among all pose samples. F ∂ is the comprehensive evaluation metric of precision and recall. F 1 (∂ = 1) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall.
Pose Recognition Results
The SVM algorithm is adopted to recognise the poses. SVM classification is divided into three steps: data collection, classifier training and testing, and classification prediction. Firstly, all the samples are separated into two parts, namely, training samples (80% of the total training samples) and test samples (20% of the total training samples). These samples are used to train the classifier and validate the performance of the trained classifier, respectively. Then, 80% of RP training samples are selected to train the RP classifier, and 20% of test samples are used to evaluate the trained RP classifier. Finally, the classes of the RSS data measured online are predicted by the RP classifier.
The sensor data are collected at each RP with 12 poses, and each pose data are collected with an MI4 smartphone at each RP for 25 s. 3000 sensor data are collected at each RP in all. A total of 84,000 sensor data are collected as pose training samples at 28 RPs in the office experiment. The sampling rate of the sensors is set to 10 Hz. The best classifier is found by ten-fold cross-validation and evaluation of classifier performance. The recognition results of the 12 poses is shown in Figure 11 Figure 12 ; the classification accuracy is 74.38%. The classification results of 28 RPs when considering poses are shown with green bars in Figure 12 ; the classification accuracy is 97.16%. The classification accuracy is the average classification accuracy across poses. The classification accuracy of RP training samples is noticeably improved when considering poses. Figure 12 ; the classification accuracy is 74.38%. The classification results of 28 RPs when considering poses are shown with green bars in Figure 12 ; the classification accuracy is 97.16%. The classification accuracy is the average classification accuracy across poses. The classification accuracy of RP training samples is noticeably improved when considering poses. In order to analyse the influence of different poses on RP classification results, 8400 RP training samples are obtained in the office experiment, which contain 12 pose data. A pose data has approximately 700 samples in the fingerprint database. The classification results of 28 RPs without considering poses are shown with blue bars in Figure 12 ; the classification accuracy is 74.38%. The classification results of 28 RPs when considering poses are shown with green bars in Figure 12 ; the classification accuracy is 97.16%. The classification accuracy is the average classification accuracy across poses. The classification accuracy of RP training samples is noticeably improved when considering poses. In order to verify the performance of different classification methods, we compare several common classification methods. The RP training samples are obtained from our office experiment, and they cover all poses. Under the condition of considering poses, the classification performance of different methods is of great concern to us. Therefore, classification accuracies of different methods are compared when considering poses. The classification accuracies of all RPs are the average classification accuracy across poses. The classification results of 28 RPs are shown in Figure 13 . The classification accuracies of the SVM, decision tree (DT), Gaussian naïve Bayesian (GNB), linear discriminant analysis (LDA), logistic regression (LR), and multi-layer perceptron (MLP), are 97.16%, 24.47%, 90.21%, 55.89%, 93.71%, and 39.18%, respectively. The classification of the SVM algorithm is the best, and the GNB and LR algorithms also have fair accuracies; meanwhile, the other methods have poor classification accuracies.
classification accuracy across poses. The classification results of 28 RPs are shown in Figure 13 . The classification accuracies of the SVM, decision tree (DT) 
Analysis of Positioning Performance When Considering Pillars of the Room and Wi-Fi Frequency Bands
To evaluate the positioning performance, the mean absolute error (MAE), standard deviation (STD), maximum absolute error (MAXAE), minimum absolute error (MINAE), and median absolute error (MEDAE) are selected as accuracy evaluation metrics. The definitions of these evaluation parameters are listed in Table 2 . 
The positioning results with different conditions are analysed to verify the influence of pillars and frequency bands on positioning. We select only all RSS data with a pose (e.g., calling pose) as the fingerprint database at each RP in the office experiment, and re-collect RSS data at each TP with the same pose. Three APs are found on the sides of the pillars in the office. The positioning effect of K = 4 is the optimal result in the WKNN algorithm. The WKNN algorithm (K = 4) is used for positioning in this office experiment. The positioning performances under different conditions are shown in Table 3 . We can see that the positioning result when using all APs outperforms that when using most APs by 0.2186 m with the two frequency bands. The positioning performance of the data containing the two kinds of frequency band outperforms that of the data containing a frequency band. Thus, the positioning performance is optimal when the algorithm uses data of all APs and frequency bands. In this paper, we consider that the pose recognition is used to assist conventional positioning methods. For the office experiment, the positioning results with and without pose recognition are shown in Table 4 . MAXAE represents the maximum absolute error among the mean absolute error of each TP, and other errors are also obtained by the mean absolute error of each TP in Table 4 In the case of pose recognition, the error distances of the methods are within 1.2 m, with probabilities of 53.33%, 46.67%, and 26.67%, within 2 m with probabilities of 86.67%, 80%, and 53.33%, and within 3.2 m with probabilities of 100%, 100%, and 80%, according to the error analyses using WKNN, KNN, and Bayesian algorithms, respectively. As shown in Figure 14 and Table 4 , the positioning accuracy is remarkably improved when pose recognition is used. In this case, poses of data can be completely matched in the offline and online phases. The positioning accuracy is remarkably reduced in other cases. Moreover, the method utilizing the WKNN algorithm is the most optimal among the pose recognition-assisted conventional positioning methods.
Performance of the PRASVM Algorithm
To compare the positioning performance of the proposed PRASVM algorithm, the positioning results from the office experiment with and without pose recognition are shown in Table 5 and Figure 15a . MAXAE represents the maximum absolute error among the mean absolute error of each TP, and other error are also obtained by the mean absolute error of each TP in Table 5 . As shown in Table 5 , the mean positioning error with the PRASVM algorithm is remarkably smaller than that of the SVM algorithm (by 2.2774 m). The positioning accuracy of the WKNN method with pose recognition is improved by 26.86% compared to that without pose recognition. Furthermore, the PRASVM algorithm outperforms the WKNN method with pose recognition by 0.4323 m, and the positioning accuracy of the PRASVM algorithm is 34.76% greater than that of the WKNN method with pose recognition. As shown in Figure 15a , the error distance is within 0.4 m with probabilities of 13.33% and 13.33%, within 0.8 m with probabilities of 66.67% and 33.33%, and within 1.6 m with probabilities of 100% and 66.67% according to the error analyses using PRASVM and WKNN with pose recognition. Table 5 and Figure 15a show that the positioning performances of the proposed PRASVM algorithm and the pose recognition-assisted WKNN algorithm are better than that of WKNN algorithm without pose recognition. The proposed PRASVM algorithm performs best among all positioning methods. Through a comparative analysis of the two experiments, we can see that the positioning accuracies of WKNN and SVM algorithms without pose recognition in the lecture hall are better than those using the same algorithms in the office experiment. This is because the desks are low in the lecture hall, signal interference is reduced, and no pillar shadowing occurs. The location accuracies of PRASVM and WKNN algorithms with pose recognition in the lecture hall are lower than those obtained in the office experiment. This is because different poses having a small impact on the positioning results in the lecture hall, and the lecture hall is large, and the fingerprint interval is large in the lecture hall. Therefore, the office environment is more complex than that of the lecture hall, and the positioning accuracy has a more noticeable improvement in the PRASVM algorithm.
Discussion
The fingerprint method is a common method for Wi-Fi indoor positioning [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] , and various factors affect positioning results [50, 51] . In this paper, we discuss the effects of three typical user poses and body shadowing on Wi-Fi signals. Different RSS values are received under different poses and body shadowing. Therefore, we discuss the impact of different poses and body shadowing on the positioning results, and we find that these factors have a serious impact. We use the SVM algorithm [35] [36] [37] [38] 52 ] to recognise poses for assisted positioning. We propose a PRASVM algorithm in this paper. The positioning accuracy of the proposed PRASVM algorithm is significantly greater than that of the conventional positioning algorithm. Meanwhile, we also analyse the influence of pillars and Wi-Fi frequency bands on the positioning results. This paper uses the SVM classification method, and makes comparisons to several common classification methods [31, 33, 34, 53] . We find that the classification of the SVM algorithm is the best, and the GNB and LR algorithms also have fair accuracies; meanwhile, other methods have poor classification accuracies.
The main idea of this paper is to improve the accuracy of fingerprint matching and positioning results. We mainly discuss the influence of poses and body shadowing on positioning results, and the improvement of the positioning algorithms. The selected experimental environment is a relatively complex office and lecture hall environment, but the area of the environment is limited. In the future, we will do experiments in more scenarios and within larger experimental areas. Users did not walk much in this experiment. In some studies, dynamic motion modes (walking and going up and down stairs) were considered in indoor positioning [51, 54] . In addition, there are many other factors affecting positioning results, such as heterogeneous terminal, user characteristics (e.g., height, weight, behaviour), and indoor temperature [55] . Finding out the relationship between environmental changes and positioning results, and establishing appropriate theoretical models to fundamentally improve positioning accuracy are the focus of future research.
Cumulative Error Probability
Cumulative Error Probability Figure 15 . Positioning error with and without pose recognition-assisted WKNN and PRASVM algorithms in the office (a) and lecture hall (b) experiment. The cumulative error probability represents cumulative probability of mean absolute error of each TP. The mean absolute error represents average of absolute error of each TP across pose.
In order to assess the positioning result of the proposed PRASVM algorithm in a time-varying environment, we obtain test data 2 after relocating some TPs in the office environment. As shown in Table 5 , the mean positioning error of the proposed PRASVM algorithm outperform the conventional WKNN algorithm by 0.8773 m, outperform the SVM algorithm by 2.24 m, and outperform the pose recognition-assisted WKNN algorithm by 0.474 m. Whether we use test data 1 to locate or test data 2 to locate, the proposed PRASVM method achieves the best positioning results. Through a comparative analysis of positioning results from test data 1 and test data 2, we can see that the mean positioning error of the PRASVM algorithm with test data 2 increases by 0.1653 m from that of test data 1. Although there is about a four-month time interval between the collection of test data 1 and test data 2, the office environment (e.g., location of office desks, presence of appliances, and office structure) did not change much during this period of time.
In order to further test the performance of the PRASVM algorithm, the lecture hall experiment is designed. The positioning results with and without pose recognition are shown in Table 5 and Figure 15b . As shown in Table 5 , the mean positioning error with pose recognition is remarkably smaller than that without pose recognition. The positioning accuracy of the WKNN method with pose recognition is improved by 8.68% compared to that without pose recognition. The mean positioning error of the PRASVM algorithm outperforms the WKNN algorithm with pose recognition by 0.2812 m, and the positioning accuracy of the PRASVM algorithm is 21.86% greater than that of the WKNN method with pose recognition. As shown in Figure 15(b) , the error distance is within 0.8 m with probabilities of 33.33% and 20%, within 1.6 m with probabilities of 86.67% and 66.67%, and within 2 m with probabilities of 100% and 86.67%, according to the error analyses using the PRASVM and pose recognition-assisted WKNN. Therefore, the positioning performance of the proposed PRASVM algorithm is optimal.
Through a comparative analysis of the two experiments, we can see that the positioning accuracies of WKNN and SVM algorithms without pose recognition in the lecture hall are better than those using the same algorithms in the office experiment. This is because the desks are low in the lecture hall, signal interference is reduced, and no pillar shadowing occurs. The location accuracies of PRASVM and WKNN algorithms with pose recognition in the lecture hall are lower than those obtained in the office experiment. This is because different poses having a small impact on the positioning results in the lecture hall, and the lecture hall is large, and the fingerprint interval is large in the lecture hall. Therefore, the office environment is more complex than that of the lecture hall, and the positioning accuracy has a more noticeable improvement in the PRASVM algorithm.
Discussion
Conclusions
In this paper, the impact of user poses and body shadowing on RSS data are explored. The received RSS data experience large changes across poses and orientations. However, the current fingerprint approach only considers the spatial distribution of RSS, which impedes matching performance. This is the key factor hindering positioning accuracy improvement. To solve the impact of user pose and user body shadowing on positioning results, we proposed a PRASVM algorithm. In this method, a fingerprint database with RSS and sensor data corresponding to different poses is established, and fingerprints of different poses in the database are extracted to train a pose classifier and RP classifiers of different poses with an SVM algorithm. The accuracy of pose recognition reaches 99.98%, and the classification accuracy of RP training samples with a pose is 97.16%. The poses of RSS data measured online are recognised by the pose classifier, RSS data measured online are grouped with different poses, and grouped online RSS data match the RP classifier corresponding to the right user pose. In this method, the negative effect of user pose can be eliminated; this improves the performance of the SVM on positioning, thus allowing us to obtain better positioning results.
In this study, we find that the positioning accuracy of the proposed PRASVM algorithm is remarkably better than that of conventional positioning algorithms. The positioning accuracies of the proposed PRASVM algorithm outperform the conventional WKNN algorithm by 52.29% and 40.89%, outperform the SVM algorithm by 73.74% and 60.45%, and outperform the pose recognition-assisted WKNN algorithm by 34.76% and 21.86% in the office and lecture hall experiments, respectively. Moreover, we consider the positioning result of the proposed PRASVM algorithm in a time-varying environment.
In addition, we also find that the positioning accuracy is noticeably improved when pose recognition is used in conventional positioning methods. In the office experiment, the mean positioning error with pose recognition is smaller than that without pose recognition: 0.4303 m smaller with
